Read This Disclaimer
Justin Wyss-Gallifent

1. These notes are not perfect!

2. These notes are basically an organized version of whatever I’m doing in class. They’re meant to communicate things clearly and adequately, even if imperfectly.

3. Some definitions and theorems may be a little lacking in detail because I find it easier to communicate the main points by omitting or bending what I consider some unnecessary or confusing details.

4. If you read some fancy book on Differential Equations and notice some gritty detail that I don’t have, probably the fancy book is right and I was just being casual. Fancy official books always take precedence when it comes to gritty details.

5. You are welcome to use and distribute these notes but please make sure my name remains in them so recipients know where they came from, and can yell at me if they don’t like my style.